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Warm-up
Activity

Sniping at Richard Tsoi, Scolding Richard Tsoi,
netizens lambast him for netizens lambast him for
helping new arrivals
helping new arrivals
【Summary reports】Some

【Summary reports】Some

netizens initiated an

netizens initiated an ‘anti-new

‘anti-sinicisation’ parade
against those who joined the
pro-government ‘Defend

arrivals’ parade against those
who joined the
pro-government ‘Defend

Hong Kong Campaign’
yesterday. The 2 groups came
close to each other. The police
needed to set up
metallic barriers to separate
them. Afterwards,
when hundreds of netizens
arrived at the

Hong Kong Campaign’
yesterday. The 2 groups came
close to each other. The police
needed to set up
metallic barriers to separate
them. Afterwards,
when hundreds of netizens
arrived at the

Central Government
Complex, some changed their
minds and marched to Charter
Garden to snipe at Richard
Tsoi Yiu Cheong, who is the
secretary of a community
organisation that helps new
arrivals to Hong Kong.

Central Government
Complex, some changed their
minds and marched to Charter
Garden. Richard Tsoi Yiu
Cheong, who is the secretary
of a community organisation
that helps new arrivals to
Hong Kong, was surrounded
and scolded by those netizens.

Starting from Southorn
Playground at 3pm yesterday,
dozens of people joined the
‘anti-sinicisation’ parade.
They marched towards
the Central Government
Complex. Some were
holding the Hong Kong
1

Starting from Southorn
Playground at 3pm yesterday,
dozens of people joined the
‘anti-sinicisation’ parade.
They marched towards
the Central Government
Complex. Some were

colonial flag. They asked
the government to stop
approving one-way permits

holding the Hong Kong
colonial flag. They asked
the government to stop

and to protect the benefits of
Hong Kong people.
Ms. Leung, who is middle
class, took part. She said
that she had had
chemotherapy because of
cancer but had recovered. ‘I
can’t enjoy any welfare
benefits despite paying taxes
for dozens of years’. On

approving one-way permits
and to protect the benefits of
Hong Kong people.
Ms. Leung, who is middle
class, took part. She said
that she had had chemotherapy
because of cancer but had
recovered. ‘I can’t enjoy any
welfare benefits despite
paying taxes for dozens of

the other hand, the new
arrivals receive support
from the government and she

years’. On the other hand, the
new arrivals receive support
from the government and she

wanted to express
her dissatisfaction.

wanted to express
her dissatisfaction.

Moreover, people who were
holding dragon and lion flags
did not leave at the Central
Government Complex. About
20 of them went to Charter

Moreover, some people did
not leave at the Central
Government Complex. About
20 of them went to Charter
Road and swore at Tsoi when

Road and sniped at Tsoi when
he arrived there. The netizens
surrounded him, calling him a
‘traitor’. Tsoi was hit by
playing cards, and in the end
he was escorted away by 20
policemen. He was confused
about why the demonstrators
could not express their views
politely and he thought

he arrived there. Tsoi was
surrounded and scolded by
netizens, he was even hit by
cardboards, and in the end
he was escorted away by 20
policemen.

that Hongkongers should help
one another. He hoped that
eventually the public could
understand why he is helping
the new arrivals. A netizen
who called himself ‘Sensible
man in the galaxy’ said

civilised way. And he thought
that Hongkongers should help
one another. He hoped that
eventually the public could
understand why he is helping
the new arrivals. A netizen
who called himself ‘Sensible
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Tsoi was confused about why
the demonstrators were not
expressing opinions in a
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he sniped at Tsoi because he
did not like him assisting new
arrivals to apply for

man in the galaxy’ said
he sniped at Tsoi because he
did not like him assisting new

Comprehensive
Social Security Assistance
(CSSA) through the courts.

arrivals to apply for
Comprehensive
Social Security Assistance
(CSSA) through the courts.

Independent 1. How did the people in the
Learning
news above express their
views? Do you think their
actions were appropriate?
2. There are different opinions
held towards the same issue in

1. Do you know the meaning
of ‘expressing opinions in a
civilised way’ mentioned in
paragraph 4? List some ways
of expressing opinions that
fulfil this principle.

society. What do you think of 2. There are different opinions
these different opinions? How held towards the same issue in
do you usually form your
society. What do you think of
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Focus of
Learning

Think
About It

standpoint?

these different opinions?
3. Further to the above
question, how do you usually
form your standpoint? In what
manner should you choose to
express opinions?

Fig. 1.7

Fig. 1.7

The social status of women

The social status of women

improves and women take up

improves and women take up

important jobs. The picture

important jobs. The picture

shows Chan Fung Fu Chun, the

shows Chan Fung Fu Chun, the

Director-General of

former Director-General of

the World Health Organisation

the World Health Organisation

(WHO).

(WHO).

Fig. 2.1
‘Scholarism’ is an
organisation formed by a
group of students from the

Fig. 2.1
A group of students were
discussing in the lesson.

‘post-90s generation’.
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Learning
Activity 3

Box 3
Members of the class
committee were discussing
where to go for the class
picnic during recess. Fanny
was giving out newspapers.
3

Box 3
Members of the class
committee were discussing
where to go for the class picnic
during recess. Fanny was
giving out newspapers. The

The top story was about
fighting for universal
suffrage. Inspired by the

top story was about fighting
for universal suffrage. Inspired
by the topic, Patrick

topic, Patrick shouted, ‘Why
do only a few people from the
class committee make all the
decisions? The class picnic is
for the whole class and all the
students should have a say.’

interrupted, ‘Why do only a
few people from the class
committee make all the
decisions? The class picnic is
for the whole class and all the
students should have a say.’
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Page 6 (Think About It)
Old:

New:

Page 13 (Fig. 1.5)
Old:

New:
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Page 18 (Think About It Fig. 2.1)
Old:

New:

Page 21 (Learning Activity 3)
Old:

New:
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